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Abstract 
Due to increased demands on fuel economy the question of a more intelligent engine control for 
driving a truck-mounted crane has been raised. The aim of this thesis is to develop a new engine 
control for crane driving. The primary concern for the new engine control is fuel economy, but 
other factors, such as driver environment and drivability, have been taken into consideration as 
well. 
 
A literature study investigating engine control in construction machines has also been carried out 
and the results are presented in this report. Due to the fact that the hydraulic control system as 
well as the diesel engine control system is designed by the same construction machine 
manufacturer, more complex control strategies are utilized in these applications. 
 
In order to test the new control strategy a full-scale test has been carried out on a Scania truck 
with a crane from Hiab. The results point towards lower fuel consumption, better driver 
experience and lower noise levels. 
 
Some of the control features of the new control are suggested to be placed in the crane, and some 
in the truck. Only a small expansion of the communication between truck and crane would be 
necessary in order for the new control strategy to work. The experiences from the literature study 
point on several features utilized in construction machines that could be implemented in the 
crane control of the future.  
 
 
 
 
Keywords: truck, crane, bodywork, diesel engine control, crane control, hydraulics, hydraulic 
control, construction machines, hydraulic excavator, Scania CV AB 
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Sammanfattning 
På grund av ökade krav på minskad bränsleförbrukning har frågan om en förbättrad 
motorstyrning vid krankörning av lastbilsmonterade kranar blivit aktuell. Målet för detta 
examensarbete är att utveckla en ny motorstyrning anpassad för krankörning. I första hand syftar 
den nya motorstyrningen till att minska bränsleförbrukningen, men även andra faktorer såsom 
förarmiljö och körbarhet har tagits hänsyn till. 
 
En litteraturstudie om motorstyrning i hydrauliska grävmaskiner och andra hydrauliska maskiner 
har också utförts och resultatet finns presenterat i denna rapport. Eftersom det hydrauliska 
styrsystemet såväl som dieselmotorstyrsystemet är sammansatt hos en och samma tillverkare 
används mer komplicerade styralgoritmer i dessa tillämpningar. 
 
För att testa den nyutvecklade motorstyrningen har fullskaletest utförts på en Scanialastbil 
utrustad med en kran från Hiab. Resultaten pekar på lägre bränsleförbrukning, bättre 
förarupplevelse och lägre ljudnivå.  
 
Somliga av funktionerna i den nya styrningen föreslås placeras i lastbilen och andra i kranen. 
Bara en mycket liten utvidgning av kommunikationen mellan kran och lastbil skulle behövas för 
att denna styralgoritm skulle fungera. Lärdomarna ifrån litteraturstudien visar på att flera av de 
styrfunktioner som används ibland annat grävskopor skulle kunna komma till nytta i motor- och 
kran styrningen i en lastbilsmonterad kran i framtiden. 
 
 
 
 
Nyckelord: lastbil, kran, påbyggnad, motorstyrning, kranstyrning, hydraulik, hydraulikstyrning, 
grävmaskin, Scania CV AB 
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Terminology 

Annotations 
n  revolutional speed     [rpm] 

volη   pump volumetric efficiency    [1] 

mechη   pump mechanical efficiency    [1] 
i  gear ratio      [1] 
D  pump displacement     [l/turn] 
s  flow need      [l/min] 
c  driver command signal    [1] 
p  hydraulic pressure     [bar] 
q, Q  hydraulic flow      [l/min] 
P  power       [kW] 
TM  torque margin      [Nm] 
σ  standard deviation     [1] 
K  proportional gain in P-controller   [1] 
 
Abbreviations 
LS  Load Sensing 
CP  Constant Pressure 
CF  Constant Flow 
PTO  Power Take-off 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The increasing demands on fuel consumption, related to economic issues as well as 
environmental reasons, have raised the question of improving efficiency when driving truck-
mounted cranes. There is a big improvement potential in engine control for crane driving. One 
reason for this is that the trucks and cranes are supplied by different manufacturers. This means 
that there is an interface between the crane and truck and that there is an issue of information 
exchange between the two of them. Some cranes have a CAN interface, but to this date, no 
elaborated ways of having a two-way communication are used in cranes.  
 
While driving a crane the most common engine control to this date is to have the engine running 
to a preset set speed, normally between 800-900rpm. This set speed is to a large part decided by 
the help of experience from the retailer and requirements from the customer or tradition (how is 
has always been set). There are, however, few guidelines with a scientific base to help set this 
speed.  

1.2 Aim 
The objective of this thesis has been to find a way to improve engine control when driving a 
crane. The primary focus has been on lowering fuel consumption, but other aspects have also 
been kept in mind, such as improving the driver environment. Also, maintaining work efficiency, 
user-friendliness and drivability has been considered necessary in order to produce a solution that 
would be commercially attractive. The problems caused by the interface between the crane and 
truck are also considered, and one aim is to find possible improvements to the electrical interface 
between the two. 

1.3 Problem description 
The engine control used today during crane driving uses a very simple control strategy, which 
could most likely be improved. To accomplish the main objective of lowering fuel consumption, 
it was decided to come up with a way to keep the engine speed down at all times. There are 
several problems related to lowering engine speeds. One of the most difficult tasks to tackle is 
that the engine might stall when commencing a heavy lift. Another issue that has to be 
considered is that of possible time delays; the engine speed must be enough to satisfy need of the 
crane. 

1.4 Method – hypothesis of solution 
Analyses of the crane function and the current engine control has to be carried out in order to 
develop a new control strategy for the engine, optimized for crane driving. The possibilities for a 
more sophisticated engine control have been examined through literature studies. Interviews 
were conducted with crane drivers and sales personnel, in order to understand how the cranes are 
driven and what the sales situation looks like.  
 
The solution to the problems described in the section above required to be dealt with in two 
different manners. 
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In order to ensure that the crane can move at intended speed, i.e. the speed that the driver 
commands via the control device, the driver’s commands need to be monitored. The driver’s 
commands to the crane correspond to a certain flow need that the crane need from the hydraulic 
pump. This required pump flow in turn corresponds to a certain pump speed, which is directly 
dependent on the engine speed. The solution is to continuously monitor the driver’s commands 
and translate these into engine speeds, which then are used as set speeds to the engine. 
 
In order to prevent the engine from stalling another approach has to be taken. The problem 
occurs when the engine is running at low speed and the driver suddenly commands a heavy lift. 
Since the engine can deliver less torque a low speeds the engine might not have sufficient torque 
for the lift, which would result in the engine stalling. The solution is to monitor the continuously 
available torque of the engine and control both the engine and the crane accordingly. 
 
The developed control was tested in a real truck and crane, with professional drivers.  

1.5 Results overview 
The results point towards not only improved fuel economy, but also improved driver 
environment and driver experience. The results also indicate that the improved engine control 
developed in this thesis works in several different types of mobile hydraulic systems. The drivers 
did not notice any time delays or other disturbing features. In opposite, the driver experience was 
improved. 

1.6 Report structure 
This report is organized in the following manner; chapter 2 describes the theoretical background 
of mobile hydraulics and the situation of the present-day commercially available systems. Chapter 
3 describes the results of the literature study of engine control in construction machines that was 
carried out as part of the thesis work. In chapter 4 the engine control strategy developed during 
the work of this thesis is described. Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the control, how 
it was programmed and tested in a real truck and crane. The results of the testing are accounted 
for in chapter 6 and the conclusions are found in chapter 7. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to give some of the necessary theory for understanding the 
problems addressed in this thesis. The first section, Present truck and crane situation, presents 
the author’s own conclusions after various discussions, literature studies and interviews, both 
within and outside of Scania. 

2.2 Present truck and crane situation 
For anyone not familiar with basic hydraulics any basic hydraulics book is recommended for 
reference, e.g. Grundläggande Hydraulik by O. Isaksson [1]. 

2.2.1 Bodywork System 
The bodywork is what is not built on the truck by Scania, but by specialized bodybuilders. 
Cranes, hook loaders and concrete mixers are some examples of bodyworks. These examples 
contain a hydraulic system, which in turn consists of a hydraulic pump, a control valve and 
hydraulic actuators, as a minimum. The pump is mechanically connected to the power take-off 
(PTO) of the truck. The pump, the crane, the control valve and its possible control system are 
often all produced by different manufacturers. 
 
Since the scope of this thesis is related only to cranes, this is the main focus also in this section. 
Much of the information is, however, applicable to other types of bodywork as well. 
 
The bodywork system contains of a number of different components, of which the most 
important are described briefly in the rest of this chapter. In order to give an overview, Figure 2.1 
shows the most important components and the relationship between them. 
 

Engine PTO Pump

Control 
valve

Crane control
system

Crane
hydraulics and 
mechanics

BWS
(electrical
interface)

Mechanical
connection

Truck

Hydraulic
connection

Electric 
connection

Crane

 
Figure 2.1. Overview of the bodywork and truck system. The different components are described in more 
detail in the following sections.  
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2.2.2 Cranes 
Cranes are used in a wide range of applications. The use of the crane differs considerably 
between different applications and different cranes. As will be seen later, the size and use of the 
crane has a big influence on how much fuel can be saved through different fuel-saving strategies.  
 
The capacity of a crane is specified by its lifting moment, normally measured in tonne 
meters(TM) or kNm. The meaning is simply that a crane with a lifting moment of 10TM can lift 
1 tonne 10 meters from the center of the crane, or 10 tonnes 1 meter from the center of the 
crane. 
 
The use of cranes differs heavily as mentioned earlier. A smaller crane, mounted on a flatbed 
truck is normally used to lift something somewhere and then transport it, by driving the truck 
somewhere else, where it is unloaded with the crane. The crane is only used as a tool for the 
driver, who is acting more or less like a courier driver. This type of truck and crane does not drive 
the crane for long periods of time, since the driver stops only to lift aboard the cargo and then 
drives off. 
 
Another, very different driving cycle is often found in bigger cranes. In this case, the truck acts 
more like a means of transportation for the crane. The truck and crane is typically driven to a 
construction site where they remain standing still for longer periods of time, such as an entire day 
or even several days. At the construction site the crane moves construction supplies using the 
crane more or less without moving the truck itself. In an application like this the crane has many 
more working hours, but most of this increase is when the crane is not moving.  
 
Many times one specific crane is used in both of the applications above, but the tendency is very 
clear that bigger cranes have more operating hours, as well as that more of these operating hours 
consist in the crane not moving. 
 
Crane capacities range from around 1TM up to over 80TM. Hiab defines cranes up to 10TM as 
light capacity cranes, cranes from 10TM to 23TM as mid capacity cranes and above 23TM as 
high capacity cranes.  
 
Different manufacturers include Swedish Hiab, American Palfinger, Finnish Kesla and Italian 
Fassi. 

2.2.3 Pumps 
There are a wide range of hydraulic pumps on the market. For truck applications though, the 
supply is limited and here follows a short description of the main different types available. 
Examples of pump manufacturers are Parker Mobile Hydraulics and Swedish Sunfab. 

2.2.3.1 Pumps with fixed displacement 

This is the most common type of hydraulic pump used in truck bodyworks. Fixed-displacement 
pumps have traditionally been the most robust and cheapest type of pumps, hence their 
popularity. In short, the fixed displacement means that the flow through the pump is only 
dependent on how the pump is built (size and efficiency) and the speed of the pump axle. This 
will be described in more detail in section 2.3.2. 
 
Fixed-displacement pumps are the most commonly used pumps, and are more of less the 
standard type of pump used with small and medium size cranes. 
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2.2.3.2 Pumps with variable displacement 

Pumps with variable displacement vary their displacement in order to produce a certain flow. 
Variable-displacement pumps used in truck applications are pressure-compensated. This means 
that the pump uses pressure on the inlet and outlet sides of the pump to control the displacement 
and through that the flow.  
 
Pumps with variable displacement are more common in high-capacity cranes, but worldwide even 
these cranes are normally equipped with fixed-displacement pumps. The share of variable-
displacement pumps is, however, growing. 

2.2.4 Control valves 
The control valve is the component that controls the flow to the different functions of the 
bodywork. By manipulating the control valves, the driver controls, e.g. when to lift or lower a 
load in a crane, or when to turn the crane to the left or to the right. 
 
The conventional type of control valve is manipulated by the driver through sticks mounted 
directly on the valves, which the driver pulls and pushes. A more and more common type of 
control valve is the remote controlled on. This kind of valve is equipped with solenoids as 
actuators for moving the valves, and the driver can control the valve via remote control. These 
more advanced control valves are also equipped with electronic control systems, which can 
include other functions such as overload protection and oscillation prevention.  
 
Control valves with an electric control system are more or less standard in Western European 
cranes. In the rest of the world the electric control systems are still not that widespread. Radio 
controlled systems are very common in the Scandinavian countries, but still not very common in 
the rest of the world. 

2.2.5 Constant flow system, CF 
A CF system is used together with fixed-displacement pump. The name refers to that the flow 
through the control valve is constant, and only the flow that is required is steered to the different 
hydraulic functions. The hydraulic oil that is not used is passed on to a tank. This type of system 
is robust and is still the most widespread type of system worldwide. 

2.2.6 Constant pressure system, CP 
A CP system is normally used with a variable-displacement pump, which is controlled so that that 
the pressure over the pump is kept constant. The principle is that the pressure is kept constant 
and the flow is adapted to the flow need of the functions. The control valve is a so-called closed-
center valve, which means that the flow through the control valve is zero when the required flow 
is zero.  

2.2.7 Power Take off (PTO) 
The PTO is the mechanical component which enables bodybuilders to use the power of the 
engine of the truck in order to drive the hydraulic pump, which in turn power the bodywork. The 
PTO is in other words the mechanical link between the pump and the engine of the truck, and 
normally only consists of a couple of gears and a shaft. The PTO is designed and assembled by 
Scania. 
 
PTO:s can be connected to different parts of the driveline and the type is selected depending on 
the type of bodyworks and its application. For more information about the different PTO: s see 
the Scania bodywork manual [4]. 
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2.2.8 Interface truck/bodywork 
The Body Work System (BWS) is the bodybuilder’s electrical interface to the truck. Via the BWS 
the bodybuilder can control certain functionality of the truck as well as collecting information 
from the truck. The bodybuilder can communicate to the BWS both via pins/connectors set to 
high and low, and via CAN. Figure 2.2 shows some of the truck functionality that the driver can 
communicate with via the BWS. 
 

Truck BWS

Gear
box

Engine

Lights

Etc..

Crane
Joystick, 
buttons, 
etc

 
Figure 2.2. The Body Work System and interface between the truck and bodyworks. The arrows represent 
electric connections. 

The BWS offers several different ways of controlling the engine when using the PTO. For 
detailed information about the different modes, consult the Scania bodywork manual [4]. In the 
following section the engine control normally used will be described. 
 
Some of the messages on the truck’s CAN-bus are transmitted from the BWS to the bodywork, 
so that the bodywork can obtain information about engine speed etc. These, as well as those that 
can be transmitted from the bodywork to the BWS, can all be found in the Bodywork manual [4]. 

2.2.9 Conventional engine control for crane driving 
When driving a crane the common control is to simply run the engine at a predefined speed. This 
predefined speed is then maintained by a controller in the engine management system in the 
truck. This speed is decided when purchasing the truck and programmed into the same. 
Interviews show that different retailers and workshops have different strategies for setting these 
speeds, and it could be said that there is a certain level of confusion regarding what speeds are 
optimum for what application. Normal speeds to run at are 800-1100rpm. 
 
Hiab radio-controlled cranes are equipped with a stop button, which disconnects the command 
control device’s command signals and sets the engine to idle speed, 500-600rpm. The use of this 
button is described in the following section. 

2.2.9.1 Crane driving and driver behavior 

Driver behavior is one factor when it comes to fuel consumption associated with crane driving. 
The driver is supposed to press the stop button whenever he is not in the middle of a maneuver. 
When the driver hits the stop-button, the control system lets the engine lower its rpm to normal 
idle speed. How often the driver uses the stop button is, however, dependent on the type of task 
he is performing with the crane. Certain tasks cause the driver not to use the stop button as 
intended. The result is that the engine is running at working speed (800-1100rpm) for long 
periods of time, for no use. 
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Some cranes automatically lowers the speed to idle speed whenever the crane is not being used, 
and automatically raises the engine speed when the driver start using the crane. 

2.2.10 Purchasing process 
Purchasing a truck with bodyworks can be accomplished in several different ways: 
 

• Customer buys a complete truck from a bodybuilder, such as Hiab Sverige. The 
bodybuilder then specifies the truck and hydraulic components.  

• Customer buys a complete truck from a bodybuilder workshop. The workshop specifies 
the hydraulic components. 

• Customer chooses his own Truck, his own crane from the bodybuilder, and gets it 
constructed at a bodybuilder workshop of his own choice. The bodybuilder specifies the 
hydraulic components. 

• Customer buys a Scania Complete truck, from a Scania Retailer. This is a truck ready-
made by Scania and Scania takes responsibility for all the different parts and bodyworks 
on the truck.  

 
The final customer always has a big influence on which components to choose. Figure 2.3 shows 
the possible different actors. 

Truck retailer
Scania Sverige AB

Bodybuilder
Hiab Sverige AB

Bodybuilder Workshop
Allhydraulik

Customer

 
Figure 2.3. Possible ways of purchasing a truck with bodyworks. The second line in each box is an example 
of the category on the first line. 

2.3 Power losses in hydraulic systems 
The power in a hydraulic system is pressure multiplied by the flow, as expressed in equation (1). 

qpP ⋅=     (1) 

Here follows descriptions of the power losses in different hydraulic systems. 

2.3.1 Load sensing valve (LS-valve) 
Equipping a system with an LS-valve means that the system pressure does not have to be at 
maximum all the time, the maximum pressure in the system is determined by the heaviest load 
instead of being a pre-set value. The LS-system has considerably lower losses than simpler 
systems. The savings due to the LS-valve can be seen as the white area at the top in Figure 2.4 
and Figure 2.5.  
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2.3.2 System with fixed-displacement pump 
Pumps with fixed displacement are often used in so-called constant flow (CF) systems. In these 
systems the flow through the direction valve is constant, as well as the flow delivered by the 
pump. Much of the losses are caused by the fact that the flow is constant. Figure 2.4 shows the 
losses in a constant flow system, where the entire grey “staple” over the text Qmax is caused by the 
extra flow. 
 

 
Figure 2.4.  Power loss in a constant flow system with a fixed displacement pump and load sensing (LS) 
valve. Image from [4]. 

2.3.3 System with variable-displacement pump 
Pumps with variable displacement have the feature that they adapt their displacement in order to 
deliver just the right flow to satisfy the flow demand. In mobile hydraulics, this control is 
implemented using pressure compensation. More information on how a pressure-compensated 
pump works can be found in any book about basic hydraulics, such as [1]. 
 
A system with a pump with variable displacement saves a considerable amount of energy 
compared to a system like those described in the previous section, as can be seen in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Power loss in a system with a variable-displacement pump and load sensing (LS) valve. Image 
from [4]. 

2.4 Combustion engine torque characteristics 
The torque that a combustion engine can deliver is dependent on the speed the engine is running 
on. If the maximum available torque is plotted as a function of engine speed the torque curve of 
the engine is obtained. The torque curve for a truck engine could look similar to that in Figure 
2.6. 

 
Figure 2.6. Sketched picture of a truck engine torque curve. 

Normally, when driving a crane, the engine speed is set to a constant 800-1000 rpm. When idling, 
the engine is running at 500-600 rpm. Looking at the torque curve it is apparent that the engine 
can deliver more torque at 800 than at 600 rpm and that the engine will be more prone stall the 
lower the rpm is. 
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Another important factor is the pressure produced by the turbocharger of the engine. When the 
engine is running with no load or a small load the torque that the engine can deliver is limited by 
the fact that there is no pressure in the turbo. As the load on the engine increases, the pressure 
also increases and the engine becomes more powerful. Figure 2.9 shows a schematic picture of a 
torque curve with limitations for different pressures in the turbo included. 

 
Figure 2.7. Sketched picture of a truck engine torque curve with limitations of different turbo pressures 
included as the thinner lines. The bottom thin line could represent, for example, 25% pressure in the turbo, 
the middle one 50%, and the topmost thin line could represent for example 75% pressure. 

During normal crane driving, there are long period when the crane is not used, hence there is no 
pressure in the turbo. This makes the turbo pressure an important factor while crane driving. 
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2.5 The potential for improvement 
There is a rather big potential in improving fuel economy during crane driving. Figure 2.8 shows 
the amount of diesel consumed by different types of cranes. The figure also shows how the 
energy of the diesel oil is consumed.  
 

Volume of diesel consumed by average crane
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Figure 2.8. Amount of diesel consumed by different types of cranes. The crane model is named after by its 
capacity, i.e. 122 is 12TM, 288 is 28TM etc. Image from Hiab. 

The work of this thesis aims to reduce the energy waste of the top part and the middle part of the 
diagram above. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the type of crane and the application of the crane have a big influence on 
the possible fuel savings. According to Hiab, the big savings potential is within the bigger cranes. 
Figure 2.9 shows the percentage of the total annual consumption by all Hiab cranes, caused by 
cranes of different capacities.  
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Figure 2.9. Percentages of the total consumption by all Hiab cranes. Image from Hiab. 

As the graph shows, around 40% of the total fuel consumption is accounted for by cranes 
>300kNm (~30TM), and almost 65% of the total fuel consumption is accounted for by cranes 
>200kNm (~20TM). The number of “big” cranes is small in comparison to the number of 
smaller cranes. The big impact of the bigger cranes is not only due to their increased capacity and 
therefore higher average energy consumption, but also to the applications in which they are used. 
Big cranes usually have far more working hours than smaller cranes, and this is a big part of the 
reason that they account for such a large part of the total crane consumption. The conclusion is 
that a fuel-saving strategy should be focused on larger cranes.  
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3 Engine control in construction machines 

3.1 Introduction 
The information presented in this chapter is mainly based on studies of several EU and US 
patents. Most of the patents have been issued by the Japanese cooperation Kobe Steel Group 
(Kobelco), Japanese Komatsu and American Caterpillar. The applications are construction 
machinery, primarily hydraulic excavators. 
 
The reason that construction machines have been investigated is that they contain similar 
components as a truck and crane. However, the hydraulics and diesel engine has been designed as 
one system, unlike in the case of the truck and crane. The truck and the crane has in many ways 
been designed as two systems, due to the fact that they are developed in by different 
manufacturers.  

3.2 Basic engine and hydraulics control  
This section describes a typical, basic control strategy to be used in a hydraulic excavator. This 
description is based on [9], by Lukich and [13], by Fuchita et al. This is not an exact description 
of either one of them, but rather a summary of the basic principles. The purpose is to give an 
insight in the basics of the continuous process of controlling the diesel engine and the hydraulics 
as one integrated system. 
 
A hydraulic excavator involves more or less the same issues and problems that need to be dealt 
with as the truck and crane. The most important factors that need to be taken into consideration 
are; reaction times (no lugging), noise levels, fuel consumption, general driver experience, etc.  
 
Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart for a basic engine and hydraulics control in a hydraulic excavator. 
As can be seen, the control parameters are engine speed, pump displacement and control valve 
settings (orifice areas). One major difference from the truck and crane is that these controls 
utilize an electrically variable-displacement pump. This gives the extra control parameter of pump 
displacement, unlike with the pressure-compensated variable pumps used with trucks that 
automatically sets its displacement as a function of the pressure in the system. More about this in 
section 3.3.4 
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Measure desired speed (driver commands)

Measure current speed

Measure load (system pressure)

Calculate power outputs

Set optimum engine speed

Set optimum pump displacement

Set optimum orifice areas  
Figure 3.1. Steps in a basic engine control of a hydraulic excavator. 

The order of the settings is important. In order to minimize time delays, the different actuators 
are set in a specific order. As described by Lukich in [9], the engine set speed is set first, since the 
engine is the slowest system. The second slowest system is the variable-displacement pump, 
which is set after the engine. Last to be set are the orifice areas in the valves, as these react the 
fastest.  

3.3 Reoccurring features 
The following section describes reoccurring features in the patents investigated. They are 
described in a general manner and the intent is to give the reader an idea of some of the basic 
principles applied within engine and hydraulic control in construction machines. Each feature is 
also evaluated for its applicability on truck-mounted cranes. 

3.3.1 Diesel injection limitations 
One way of saving fuel is to limit the amount of diesel injected into the cylinder. This limits the 
engine power output.  
 
The diesel injection limitation is not very applicable on trucks. A torque limitation is already 
implemented in the truck, in order to keep the power take-off from breaking. Limiting the torque 
more would have as a result that the crane would not be able to lift as much as it is supposed to. 

3.3.2 Settings by the driver and/or automatic mode recognition 
Several inventions are based on that the operator manually selects a mode of operation. This 
could be heavy or light lifting, but also different tasks to be performed. Excavators, just like 
cranes, can be used in a variety of ways and these heavily affect the optimal settings of the control 
of the machine. Takamura and Haraoka describe in [11] a mode selector in which the operator 
sets if he is performing breaker work or similar. Breaker work requires a smaller hydraulic volume 
then other types of work and by selecting breaker work the engine control can be optimized to 
lower fuel consumption. 
 
Mizuguchi describes in [6] a method which lets the driver select whether to drive in standard 
mode or in power mode. If he is going to load/use heavy loads or operate at higher speeds he is 
supposed to use the power mode. The controller then controls the engine in different ways 
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depending on the choice. Moreover, the controller continuously determines light or heavy load, 
through the use of some kind of load sensor, which is not described in further detail. The idea is 
that the controller recognizes when, e.g. a dump truck is full or empty, or an excavator is lifting 
or lowering its load.  
 
This would definitely be applicable on a truck-mounted crane. The user would select a work 
mode, e.g. fast lifting or heavy lifting and the load sensor would then supply the information to 
the controller whether the load is on the way up or on the way down. 

3.3.3 Stop conditions 
Both Asakage in [7] and Kamon in [8] describe the use of stop conditions. The stop conditions 
are conditions that, if they are fulfilled, signal to the controller to slow down or shut down the 
engine. The logics can be more complex, but one example is if the cabin door of an excavator is 
open, the engine shuts down. 
 
The stop conditions can often be used with the help of a timer. In the example of the open cabin 
door perhaps the engine should not shut down the moment the door is opened, but rather when 
it has been open for a short while. 
 
Kobelco have integrated engine idling as well as shutoff to a safety lock lever in the cabin. See 
Figure 3.2.  

 
Figure 3.2. Kobelco’s ECO system manages both engine idling and shutoff. Picture from Kobelco. 

 
In [8] Kamon describes an intelligent way of calculating the time until shutdown and idling. The 
algorithm uses experience from crane itself to learn an optimal time to shutdown of the engine. 
The idea is that the system adapts the time until shutdown to different operators and 
environments, so that unnecessary stops are prevented but the time until shutdown also is not 
too long. The timer to shutdown can be triggered by different stop conditions, depending on the 
application.  
 
Stop conditions would certainly be applicable on truck-mounted cranes. One could be the 
frequently used emergency brake on Hiab cranes. The user presses this button whenever he is not 
operating the crane. When the emergency stop is pressed the engine goes to idle. One possible 
continuation could be that if the emergency brake is pressed for a certain time, say one minute, 
this could cause the engine to shut down. It would be highly significant to investigate other 
possible stop conditions. Stop conditions could be anything that indicates that the driver is not 
about to use the crane within a little while. Intelligent ways could be found both within the cab 
and on the crane. 
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A similar system as the Kobelco ECO described in Figure 3.2 could also be implemented in a 
truck-mounted crane, as well as something similar to the intelligent way of calculating shutoff 
times described in [8]. Stop conditions could probably be found or created also in a truck and 
crane, and in this case they would be just as useful in truck applications. 

3.3.4 Possibilities with an electrically controllable variable pump 
Several inventions utilize a variable pump whose displacement can be set using an electric 
current, instead of letting the pump adjust itself as is the case with the pressure-compensated 
pumps used in truck applications. This type of pumps is common in excavators, since they enable 
the use of much more complex controllers and a “direct” control of the pump displacement. This 
is important, because a decrease in pump displacement offers an immediate decrease in torque 
demand on the engine. This direct control highly improves the possibilities both of saving fuel, 
by choosing a working point most suitable for the engine, as well as keeping the engine from 
stalling. 
 
Lukich describes in both [9] and [10] a control device for a hydraulic system of a work vehicle. 
Workload and the driver input signals are measured, and then the optimal engine speed, optimal 
pump displacement and optimal valve positions are calculated. The idea is to reduce fuel 
consumption and lugging of the engine. The lugging of the engine is supposed to be reduced 
because of the fact that the engine is controlled first, then the pump displacement, and lastly the 
valves. The difference between the two patents is that the latter one uses a turbo model to 
compensate for different turbo pressures. Also, the latter one directly controls the amount of fuel 
injected into the cylinder, while the early version sends a set speed to an external engine 
controller. 
 
Also in [12] a controller which utilizes the electronically controlled pump is described. Takamura 
et al. introduce the term “pump absorption torque” which is the instantaneous torque required by 
the pump at that particular pump displacement. A controller is designed whose only input signal 
is the engine rpm. The pump absorption torque is gradually increased by increasing engine speed, 
see Figure 3.3. If the engine speed becomes high (higher than Ta1 in Figure 3.3), the pump 
absorption is set to be higher than the engine’s available torque, and a forced decrease in engine 
speed is therefore possible. Figure 3.3 shows an approximate engine torque curve (A) and a 
pump absorption torque curve (Ta). The advantage of this controller is its simplicity, which 
makes it robust.  
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Figure 3.3. Engine torque curve and pump absorption curve. Picture from [12]. 

 
In [13] Fuchita et al. describe a more developed version of the invention described in [12]. The 
principle is similar but also includes a possibility for the driver to select between three different 
power outputs. 
 
Electrically controlled variable pumps are not available for truck applications at present. It is, 
however, quite likely that they will be commercially available within a few years.  
 
The advantages for trucks-mounted cranes are just as big as they are for excavators.  
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4 A new engine control for crane driving 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the theoretical basics of the algorithm developed during this thesis work. 
It also describes the problems that need to be addressed in order to make the algorithm work, 
and something about how to address them. This section contains no descriptions of the 
implementation, as this is described in chapter 5. Unlike the previous chapter, which primarily 
contained information gathered from other authors, the work in this chapter is developed by the 
author of this thesis. 
 
The aim of this work was to in some way improve the engine control when using a PTO to drive 
a crane. The main focus has been to improve fuel economy, but also other aims, such as keeping 
noise down or improving control of the crane, has been kept in mind. Lowering the noise and 
improving fuel economy are tightly connected, as both can be achieved by making the engine run 
at the lowest possible speed. Another thing that always needs to be kept in mind is the drivability 
and the “feel” of the operation. 

4.2 Control strategy 
The main idea of the improved control system suggested in this thesis has been to try to keep the 
engine speed down. This opens up for possibilities of fuel savings and improved driver 
environment, in the form of lowered noise levels. There are some problems associated with this 
strategy and they will be described in further detail later in this chapter. 
 
An important detail in this solution is that the aim is to always keep engine speed to a minimum, 
during the lifts as well as in between. One could imagine a simpler control strategy which only 
lowered speed in between the lifts. 
 
The strategy assumes a truck and a crane with an electric control system and remote control. The 
crane is powered via a gearbox mounted PTO, and can use either a constant displacement pump 
or a pump with variable displacement. What is referred to here as crane control and engine 
control, are the controls developed in this thesis work. Apart from these there is assumed to be 
an existing crane control system and truck engine control system. 

4.2.1 Fuel savings while idling 
That there is a potential in saving fuel by lowering the engine speed when the crane is not used is 
quite obvious. As mentioned in section 2.2.9.1 there is an emergency stop button that the driver 
often uses, and when he does the engine speed drops to idle. However, there are applications 
when the driver does not use it and in these applications an automatic drop in speed would be 
useful.  

4.2.1.1 Automatic start/stop 

There could be a possibility to stop the diesel engine in the same way as described in section 
3.3.3. This is, however, considered to be a task for the crane manufacturers, and has not been 
further investigated in this thesis. The reason is that this is a very comprehensive investigation, 
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and that the crane manufacturers have more of the knowledge in crane driving behavior 
necessary to guess when the driver is not goint to use the truck in a longer while. 

4.2.2 Fuel savings during lifts 
In order to investigate the possible fuel savings during the lifts, one has to differentiate between 
different types of systems and keep the theory about wasted power from section 2.3 in mind.  
 
The control signal is engine speed, and this leads to some limitations in the engine control. Figure 
4.1 shows the possible savings during a lift using engine speed control in a system with a pump 
with fixed displacement. The saving is based on the fact that the flow through a pump with fixed 
displacement is linearly dependent on the engine speed. For the flow equation of a pump with 
fixed displacement, see equation (3), in section 4.2.3.1.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1. Possible power savings in a system with a pump with fixed displacement. The possible saving is 
the marked area. Picture from Parker[47]. 

If the possible savings for the pump with fixed displacement could be entirely fulfilled, the 
diagram would look the same as that for the pump with variable displacement, which is shown in 
Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2. Constant flow system with a variable displacement pump and load sensing system. Picture from 
Parker[47]. 

 
Since the flow in the system not can be affected in the same way with a variable displacement 
pump, another approach has to be taken in order to estimate the savings in that kind of system. 
 
This approach is based on the fact that the power consumption of the variable pump is 
independent of the displacement, as long as the pump can deliver the requested flow. In other 
words, whether the flow is gained at a low speed with a high displacement, or at a higher speed 
with a smaller displacement, the power consumed by the pump is the same. As Figure 4.3 shows, 
varying the pump displacement means moving along a constant power curve, assuming that the 
pump task is the same. 

 
Figure 4.3. Constant power curves in a torque-speed diagram. 
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The possible fuel saving in this strategy lies in the engine consumption map. The engine 
consumption map shows the engine diesel consumption (in grams diesel/kWh), in a torque-
speed diagram. It is a basic principle of the diesel combustion engine that the further to the left in 
the diagram in Figure 4.3 along a constant power curve, the lower the consumption (or; the 
higher the efficiency).  
 
This would be the primary fuel saver for a system with a variable pump during lifts. Another, less 
influential factor is the efficiency of the pump, which also slightly increases when decreasing the 
speed. 
 
The exact savings for this strategy has not been thoroughly examined, as this in itself is big task. 
It is also very dependent on the type of (truck-) engine used. The possible savings can be 
estimated to be in the range of up to 3-5%. 
 
In other words pump this control can save a reasonable amount of fuel during lifts as well as in 
between the lifts in combination with a fixed-displacement. Used in combination with a variable-
displacement pump the savings are not as big in theory, as with the fixed-displacement pump.  

4.2.3 Engine control 
The basic idea with the engine control is to send a set speed to the engine, based on the demands 
on torque and speed from the crane. In order to more easily understand the control strategy, it is 
important to remember the following basic rules: 
 

Crane driver commands ⇔ Hydraulic flow ⇔  Engine speed 
 

Crane load ⇔  Hydraulic pressure ⇔  Engine torque 
 
In other words, the driver’s commands indicate a speed he wants to move the crane with, which 
correspond to a certain hydraulic flow, which in turn correspond to a certain engine speed. The 
load of the crane corresponds to a certain hydraulic pressure, which in turn corresponds to a 
torque demand on the engine. This results in two different set speeds, one related to flow need 
and one related to the crane load, or torque in the engine. The final set speed to the engine will 
be chosen as the biggest of these, as this automatically satisfies both needs.  

4.2.3.1 Flow related set speed 

The flow related set speed is calculated from the driver’s commands on the crane operating 
device and sent to the engine as feed forward control. The driver’s commands are read and 
converted into a required flow via equation (2). The required flow is then sent to the pump 
model which calculates the required engine speed according to equation (3). 

 ∑= jj csq ; 4,3,2,1=j    (2) 

Where  q is the required flow 
 sj is the maximum flow need for crane function j and  
 cj is the command signal (0-1) of crane function j (e.g. lift or turn).  
 j goes to 4 because the crane has 4 main functions 

ptovol
qset iD

qn 1
, ⋅

⋅
=

η
   (3) 

Using standard annotations, see the annotations page in the beginning of the thesis. 
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If the gear is set to high split this also needs to be accounted for. 

4.2.3.2 Torque related set speed 

Unlike the flow related set speed, the torque related set speed is based on the current engine 
speed and it is a feed back control. The torque related set speed is based on the torque margin 
(TM), which is a measurement on how close the engine is to stalling. The torque margin is the 
momentarily available torque that the engine can deliver, with regards taken to turbo pressure and 
the torque that the engine is already delivering. In other words, it is the amount of torque that 
can be momentarily added without lowering the engine speed. Figure 4.4 illustrates the definition 
of the torque margin, with full turbo pressure assumed. 

 
Figure 4.4. Torque margin at full turbo pressure. The dot is the engine point of operation, i.e. the state in 
the torque-speed diagram in which the engine is operating at the moment. The torque margin is the top of 
the two lines; the total torque that the engine can deliver, with the torque it is already delivering subtracted. 
The thick line is the engine torque curve. 

The torque margin is calculated with the help from data in the engine control system of the truck. 
 
A reference value is chosen for the torque margin, and this is maintained through the help of a 
proportional controller. Equation (4) shows how the torque related set speed is set by the 
controller. TMref is the reference value of the torque margin, which is set as a parameter. 

( )TMTMKnn refengineTset −⋅+=,   (4) 

There could, however, be a need to have different K-values depending on whether the difference 
( )TMTM ref −  is positive or negative (i.e. if the control accelerates or decelerates engine). Also, 
an attempt was made to create a more intuitive way of selecting K, with the help of torque 
margin and engine speeds, more about this in section 5.4.1. 

4.2.4 Crane control 
The purpose of the crane control is to limit the crane movements when there is a risk that the 
engine will stall. The crane control is based on the torque margin. When the torque margin 
becomes too small the crane movements are limited while the engine gains speed and the torque 
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margin grows. There is also a dependence on engine speed in the calculation. Since the purpose is 
to prevent the engine from stalling and the stalling is more likely to occur when the engine is 
running at low speed (as a matter of fact the engine must reach low speed before stalling) the 
limiting of crane movements is less likely the higher the engine speed becomes. In other words, 
the crane torque limit is the same torque limit as for the engine control, but with superimposed 
linear speed dependence. For details on the crane control parameters, see section 5.4.1. 

4.2.5 Variations of the crane control 
Keeping the problem with the truck/crane interface in mind, a couple of simplified versions of 
the crane control were also tested. The 10% and 100% step- variants were developed for the 
reason to have a simpler signal to be sent from the truck to the crane. Here follow the 
descriptions of all the different versions implemented. The reason that these solutions simplify 
the interface is because the quantities here most likely represent what is sent from the truck to the 
crane. More on the interface issues in chapter 5. 

4.2.5.1 1% steps, limit 

This is the most elaborate version of the crane controller. It means that a signal from 0-100% (in 
1% steps) is sent to the crane controller. The signal implies the percent of the crane command 
signal that can be allowed to pass to the crane. For example, if the driver’s commands full lift, but 
the crane controller receives a limit of 70%, a 70% signal will reach the crane. If the driver 
commands 80% lift and the controller gives a limit of 70%, the signal to the crane will still be 
70%. 

4.2.5.2 10% steps, limit 

The principle for this version is the same as for the above, only that the step size would be 10%. 
This would mean that the signal to the crane controller can only be 10, 20, 30…100%. 

4.2.5.3 On/off (100% step), limit 

This is the simplest version. It means that the signal can only be 0 or 100%, in other word ‘On’ 
or ‘Off’. 

4.2.5.4 1% steps, gain 

The basic idea with this version was that the driver would notice as little as possible of the 
breaking of the crane. Unlike the other versions, that set a maximum driver input and saturate the 
input if it exceeds this limit, the gain version multiplies the driver input with a gain whether he 
gives a high or a low input. Like with the other algorithms, this only happens when the torque 
margin is below the actual torque limit. For example, if the driver gives a 80% command and the 
gain is 90%, the command to the crane will be 80% * 90% = 72%. 
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4.2.6 Control problem summary 
This section summarizes the control problem. Figure 4.5 shows the conventional control system, 
without the added components developed in this thesis.  
 

 
Figure 4.5. The conventional control system, without any added parts. Physical quantities are written in 
capital letters. 

With the new parts included the system looks like that in Figure 4.6. A more detailed view of the 
engine control block is shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 together clearly show the 
feed-forward of the flow related set speed and the feed-back control of the torque related set 
speed. 
 

 
Figure 4.6. Schematic picture of the entire control system. A picture of the contents of the engine control 
block can be found in Figure 4.7. Physical quantities are written in capital letters. 

 
Figure 4.7. Detail of the Engine Control block. 
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4.2.7 Pump with pressure-compensated variable displacement  
A pressure compensated variable-displacement pump is a feedback control system in its own. 
The pressure from the outlet side of the pump1 is fed back into the pump control and the 
displacement is adjusted in order to obtain the preset difference in pressure over the pump. 
 
There are some delays in this system. One delay is the movement of the swash plate in the pump, 
which has to rotate in order for the pump displacement to change. This movement can take up to 
50ms. Also the tube that connects the LS-valve to the pump has a small delay.  
 
The assumption made was, however, that these delays are so small that they can be ignored when 
designing the other control system, which is assumed to be much slower.  

4.3 Simulation 
In an early stage of the thesis work a simulation model was used. The model was created by A. 
Laghamn and D. Axelsson and is described in detail in their Master’s thesis “Heavy truck 
bodyworks and their affect on engine control” [3]. Some modifications and adaptations have 
been made in the model in order to suit this work and an engine controller has been added. 
 
The purpose of the model was not to give an exact description of how the crane is going to act, 
but rather to give a rough indication on how much fuel can be saved, if any at all. Further, the 
results of the simulations were hoped to show how the control signal would look, fluctuations in 
the engine speed and other unforeseen problems with the algorithm. Due to simplifications in the 
model, optimization of the control strategy could not be performed. 

4.3.1 Simplifications in the model 
The crane is mechanically completely stiff. In reality there is a slight delay when lifting something 
because the crane not entirely stiff, it deforms before it can perform the lift. This has the effect 
that the response in the engine will be heavier, i.e. engine speed will drop more when 
commencing a lift. 
 
The crane controller is not included. This makes the model more sensitive to step responses 
when lifting something with the crane, since the step response of the torque demand on the 
engine becomes steeper. The reason that the crane controller is not included is that this made the 
model more complex and it was decided that it was not necessary. 
 
No turbo model is implemented in the model; the model always assumes full turbo pressure. 
Compensating for a loss of turbo pressure is essential to have a good enough approximation in 
order to optimize the control strategy. Since implementing a turbo model would be very time-
consuming this was not performed in this thesis work. 
 
The engine model also includes other simplifications, more details can be found in [3]. 

4.3.2 Results from the simulations 
Because there is no turbo model implemented in the model, it assumes that the engine is always 
capable of delivering full torque. Since this is not the case when driving a crane, a coarse 
assumption has been made to somehow compensate for the extra torque that the model assumes 
the engine to have. Different gains have been applied to the actual torque curve, to simulate the 
loss of torque when there is no pressure in the turbo. Since the primary purpose of the model is 
                                                 
1If it is a load sensing system it is connected to the LS-valve on the control valve, which is on the outlet side of the 
pump but not immediately after the pump. 
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only to give a hint whether it would be possible to save fuel or not, what is important in the 
results is not the actual saving indicated, but rather that it is big enough to encourage continued 
testing. 
 
 The results indicate possible savings of over 20% and no problems with engine control signal or 
anything else that would make the solution impossible. 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Introduction 
This section describes how the control strategy in the previous section was implemented. The 
tools used are briefly described as well as the simplifications and limitations laid on the theoretical 
control strategy. Unlike the previous section, which was a result of theoretical work, this section 
is a result of a series of tests and practical work. 

5.2 Description of the implementation 
This section describes the implementation; strategy, software and hardware. Two flow charts that 
were created to aid the programming and they can be found in appendix B. 

5.2.1 Software 
In order to try the solution the program CANalyzer has been used to implement and test it in a 
real truck and crane. CANalyzer allows programming in a C-like syntax called CAPL which is 
designed to facilitate creation and modification of CAN messages.  
 
CANalyzer also allows the creation of databases with CAN messages, this is to simplify 
programming and enable all the features of CANalyzer. A separate database was created for the 
Crane’s CAN messages, with the help from Hiab. Another small database was created for logging 
purposes, simplifying the process of logging variables used in the control. 
 
The laptop with CANalyzer running was connected to the truck via the diagnose bus to gather 
the necessary information from the truck. It was also connected to the BWS for the engine 
control. In the crane the laptop was connected “between” the radio receiver, which receives the 
control commands from the control box, and the crane control system. This way the control 
signals from the control box could be modified and all the other messages could just be sent 
through, using the laptop as a gateway. More detailed descriptions will follow in this chapter. 
Figure 5.1 shows a simplified picture of the connections. 
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Figure 5.1. Simplified picture of the connection of the laptop computer to the different components. 

Figure 5.2 shows a slightly more detailed schematic picture of the implementation. All the blocks 
within the big box in the middle are implemented in CANalyzer on the laptop computer (the 
prototype). The picture also shows the systems in the truck and crane, which are connected to 
the laptop prototype. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic picture of the implementation. The top dashed box represents the existing control 
system in the crane, the bottom dashed box represents the truck. Everything in the middle dashed box was 
designed on a laptop computer, using CANalyzer. All connectors represent information sent via CAN. 

The actual connections will now be described in a little more detail. 
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5.2.2 Crane connection 
As mentioned earlier, the laptop was connected between the crane radio box, which receives 
signals from the command device and translates these into CAN messages which are sent to the 
power box that contains the ordinary control system of the crane. This enables the designed 
crane controller to modify the driver commands when necessary. The command signals also need 
to be continuously read in order to be able to calculate the required flow. A schematic picture of 
the connection and data flow can be seen in Figure 5.3. The “pump model” block is nothing 
more than the pump equation, equation (3) in section 4.2.3.1. 
 
In order to minimize interference with the control system in the crane, a couple of parameters 
had to be set in the crane. This was easily done by a Hiab service crew. 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Schematic picture of the crane connections. All connectors represent information sent via CAN. 

5.2.3 Truck connection 
The laptop is connected to the truck via the BWS, and to the diagnose bus. The BWS is used for 
engine control and the diagnose bus supplies the engine controller and crane controller with the 
information necessary to calculate the torque margin. It also supplies information about the 
engine speed.  

 
Figure 5.4. Schematic picture of the engine control and its parameters. 
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5.3 Problems related to implementation 
This section describes some of the possible complications related to the implementation of the 
control algorithm, and something about how they were addressed. 

5.3.1 Time delays/engine lugging 
An important factor is that the control should not affect the driver’s experience in a negative way. 
When the driver gives a flow-consuming command the engine set speed becomes higher than the 
actual engine speed.  

5.3.2 Heavy smoke 
Some engines tend to emit heavy much smoke at certain speeds and power outputs, normally at 
low speeds and high torque. Too much smoke affects the working environment in a negative 
way. Not all engines have this characteristic, but it is an issue worth keeping in mind.  

5.3.3 Interface between the truck and the crane 
One major difference between the construction machines in the literature study and the crane 
and truck is that there is a clear division between the crane and the truck. The crane is developed 
by the crane manufacturer and the truck is developed by the truck manufacturer. One impact 
from this is that not all the information from the truck is available to the crane and vice versa. 
This information could be both real-time information, such as info about the engine speed in the 
truck or the flow need in the crane at a particular time, but it could also be static variables such as 
engine performance or emission characteristics. 
 
One of the purposes with this thesis work was to give some idea of where the control would be 
placed, in the crane or in the truck. The next question is what information would be necessary to 
send between the truck and crane, in other words, the electrical interface. Figure 5.5 shows the 
imagined future division between the logics in the crane and truck, compare to the similar picture 
in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5. Suggested division between crane and truck. The truck is represented by the bottom dashed 
box, and the crane by the top dashed box. 

5.4 Testing 
The testing was performed during two sessions, each lasting two days, with a Scania field test 
vehicle. There were two different professional drivers who drove the test vehicle during the tests. 
The specifications for the test vehicle are: 
 
Scania P380, LB6X2*4HHA   
380 horse power engine  
Hiab 288XS crane 
Parker VP-1 variable displacement pump, D = 120cm3/turn 
 
A test vehicle equipped with a variable pump was selected for three reasons. The first reason was 
that there is an increased risk for oscillations or other problems, related to the extra control 
system built into the pump as described in section 4.2.7. So in other words, if the control works 
together with a pump with variable displacement, it should work together with a fixed-
displacement pump as well. The other reason is, like described in section 2.3, that the savings are 
greater with a pump with fixed displacement. In other words, if any fuel is saved with the 
variable-displacement pump, it can be assumed that more is saved with a pump with fixed 
displacement. The third reason is that variable-displacement pumps are becoming more and more 
common and can be considered more of an option for the future.  
 
In the first test session a simple version of the algorithm was tested. The purpose was to get a 
first glimpse into how the control would affect the driver’s experience, as well as trying to find 
other basic unforeseen problems. The first results also gave an indication on how much the 
control affected fuel consumption and driver environment etc. In this test session several series 
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of different types of operation cycles were performed with and without control, and with 
different parameter settings. 
 
In the second test series some time was used to optimize parameter settings and to in some ways 
simplify the control strategy. Then a series of tests were carried out, two tests with control but 
slightly different parameter settings, and one test without control. The idea was to complete the 
same transportation task with the crane in each run, and therefore obtain easily comparable 
results. The task was to move a crate to different positions in a specified order, in a total of 12 
lifts each run. 

5.4.1 Implementation parameters 
In order to as simply as possible vary the implementation several parameters were implemented 
in the CAPL-program. The most important of these are all listed in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1. Implementation parameters and a short explanation. The values of the parameters are not 
necessarily the final values but they are in the proximity. 

Parameter Explanation 
lower_rpm_limit = 600 Lowest engine set speed2 
upper_rpm_limit = 1000 Highest engine set speed 
crane_control_mode = 4 Type of control; 1=gain, 2=1% limit  3=10% 

limit, 4=100% limit (on/off)3 
lower_torque_limit = 55 Torque margin [Nm] limit for when to raise 

the torque related set speed4 
upper_torque_limit = 60 Torque margin [Nm] limit for when to raise 

the torque related set speed5 
crane_min_torque_limit = 20 Torque margin [Nm] limit for when to control 

the crane6  
crane_brake_high_rpm = 1200 Parameter for setting the gain in the P-

controller of the crane. See Figure 5.7 
max_engine_increase = 50 Maximum set speed increase in engine P-

controller. See Figure 5.6. 
max_engine_decrease = 50 Maximum set speed decrease in engine P-

controller. See Figure 5.6. 
max_engine_decrease_no_steer = 100 The same as max_engine_decrease, but 

effective only when the driver does not 
command any movement. 

flow_margin = 1.05 A margin in the flow related set speed. A value 
of 1.05 means that the set speed will be 5% 
higher than the ideal engine speed. 

 

                                                 
2 Due to limitations in the BWS a set speed lower than 600rpm cannot be sent to the engine. It would be preferable 
to expand testing to set speed down to ~500rpm. 
3 See section 4.2.5 
4 And 5 Both of these parameters correspond to TMref in equation (4). The difference in between the two 
corresponds to the hysteresis. See Figure 5.6. 
 
6 This is similar to TMref. 
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5.4.1.1 Proportional gain settings for torque set speed and crane controller 

As mentioned in section 4.2.3.2 a more intuitive way of selecting the proportional gain in the 
torque related controller and in the crane controller were developed. The gain can be seen in 
Figure 5.6 as a function of the implementation parameters and torque margin. 
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Figure 5.6. The line is the proportional gain setting in the P-controller of the torque related set speed, as a 
function of the different parameters. Maximum speed increase corresponds to max_engine_increase, 
maximum speed decrease corresponds to max_engine_decrease. The values in the graph are not 
necessarily the final values. 

Section 4.2.3.2 also mentions the linear speed dependence of the crane controller. This is shown 
in Figure 5.7 as a function of implementation parameters. 
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Figure 5.7. The speed dependence in calculation of the crane torque limit. 

5.4.1.2 Top speed adjustment 

There are several reasons to limit the maximum speed of the engine. In theory the torque 
demand could drive up the engine speed to its maximum, even if this seems highly unlikely.  
 
The flow demand sets a natural upper limit to engine set speed, using equations (2) and (3) on 
page 23 in combination with the maximum flow need for each function. The maximum flow 
need, smax i for each function is used for the si parameters. This is a parameter used by the crane 
control system and known by the crane manufacturer. For the test vehicle, this resulted in a flow 
related top speed of 1660 rpm, which is too high for a good work environment and fuel 
consumption. It is, however, unlikely that the driver would like to use all four of the main 
functions of the crane at full speed, at once. 
 
Another approach is to limit the top speed slightly more arbitrarily, with regards to fuel 
consumption and/or noise. Another approach would be to set the limit just after the engine 
reaches its maximum torque, normally around 1000-1100 rpm, see Figure 2.6.After evaluating 
early logs it became apparent that the flow seldom required an engine speed above 900 rpm, and 
very rarely over 1000 rpm. This would imply that a test-based approach would probably be best. 
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6 Results 

6.1 Introduction 
The results are based on observations and evaluations of log files from runs, some with control 
and some without. The idea was to complete a series of lifts a number of times, running both 
with and without control, and compare the total amount of fuel used.  
 
It soon became apparent that the evaluation of the effects on fuel consumption would not be as 
easy as one could hope for. The problem is that the control affects, even if not heavily, the way 
that the crane handles. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, the control and the difference 
in experience it causes for the driver causes the driver to manage the crane in a different way.  
 
The problem became that the driver did not lift identically each time, and among other things the 
time it took to complete the lifts differed considerably between different lifts. The second 
strategy for evaluation was to look at average values, i.e. average consumption and average engine 
speed. This is not a perfect measurement; however, since it does not take into consideration the 
possible difference in time it takes for the driver to complete the task. So if the control for some 
reason makes the task take longer to finish, this would mean that the crane would have to run 
longer period of time and hence use more fuel. For this reason it became central to perform an 
analysis of possible time delays. 

6.2 Effects on fuel consumption 
The primary focus of the engine control developed in this thesis was to lower fuel consumption. 
This section describes the results of the fuel consumption analysis. The fuel consumption data 
has been taken from the engine control unit, via the CAN-bus. Since the runs were completed 
with very little time in between and with the same circumstances, this data serves very well for 
comparison. The absolute values are a little bit more uncertain.  

6.2.1 Idling consumption 
Idling in this case means when no load is applied on the engine, i.e. when the crane is not used. 
In a conventional control this could be the “working speed” of the engine; around 800-1000rpm, 
or it could be normal engine idling speed, in this case 500 rpm (when the driver uses the 
emergency stop button). In the test of the new engine control idle speed was 600rpm. 
 
Table 6.1. Fuel consumption at no load, compared to 500rpm. 

Engine speed 
(rpm) 

Consumption 
(volume/time) 

500 1 
600 +20% to 30% 
850 +70% to 90% 
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6.2.2 Lift consumption 
The results of the series of lifts show an approximately 10% improvement in the average fuel 
consumption over time. If the operation would take exactly the same time with the control as 
without, this would mean an actual fuel saving of the same, 10%, during lifts, since the test was 
performed with no breaks between the lifts.  
 
It should be mentioned that the figure 10% is are higher than the theory in chapter 2 and 4 
indicates7.  
 
The driver did not mention any extra time delays. However, in order to draw any conclusions 
considering total fuel economy an analysis of possible time delays had to be performed. 

6.2.3 Time delay analysis 
The driver did not notice any lagging while driving the controlled crane. In opposite, he found 
that the crane seemed to have more power than usual. 
 
The best way of calculating time would be to simply measure the time to finish the same task. 
Since the test did not allow this to be done satisfyingly, another way to examine time delays had 
to be developed. 
 
First of all an “ideal” engine speed curve was calculated for each run. This is the speed that the 
engine needs to run on in order to just satisfy the flow requirements for all the crane functions. 
An extraction from this speed curve can be seen in Figure 6.1. Note that this curve is almost 
exactly the same as the flow related set speed for the controlled runs.  
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Figure 6.1. Ideal engine speed, to just satisfy the flow demand at all times and the driver commands from 
which it is calculated. The ideal engine speed is denominated Simulated flow set speed in the figure. 

These values are then compared to the actual engine speed values. What is important is when the 
engine speed is lower than the speed needed to wholly satisfy the flow need, since this means that 
                                                 
7 Note that the test truck was equipped with a variable-displacement pump and that the saving described in 4.3 are 
optimistic values for a pump with fixed displacement. Theoretic savings for a system with a variable pump are 
described in section 4.2.2. 
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the crane movements are lagging (in comparison to a perfect engine control). Note that this 
comparison is made both for the controlled runs and the uncontrolled run. The result is shown in 
Figure 6.2. For this comparison, what is relevant is how much the engine is lagging, i.e. only the 
positive values of equation (5) below: 
 

actualidealdiff nnn −=    (5) 

 
Negative values mean that engine speed is higher than necessary, and this serves the same as a 
value of zero (engine running at a too high speed serves the same as the engine running at just 
the right speed). For this reason the negative values have all been set to zero. 
 
A comparison for all three runs can be found in appendix A.  
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Figure 6.2. Ideal engine speed and actual engine speed. The difference is shown as the darker area. Note 
that all the negative values have been removed and replaced with 0. Image is from a controlled run. 

Note that the darker area area, the integral of the difference in speed, represents the difference in 
distance that the engine, and therefore also the crane, would have “travelled” if the engine would 
have been running at optimum speed. This integral normalized over time gives the average lack in 
speed, compared to the optimum. See equations  
 

( )∫ −= dtnns idealdiff    (6) 
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The average lack in speed and the average ideal speed is shown in Table 6.2.  
 
Table 6.2. Average lack in speed in the different runs. 

 
diffn  (rpm) idealn (rpm) 

Percent lower than 
ideal (%) 

Control 1 6 467 1.3 
Control 2 9 471 1.9 
Reference 9 488 1.8 
 
Note that the ideal value for the Reference run is almost 5% higher than those for the other runs. 
What the reason is, is not certain, but one possibility is that the driver felt more secure driving 
with the usual crane control and that this made him drive more aggressively. Like mentioned 
earlier, the runs were not completed in the same manner (like they were intended to), and this 
difference in idealn  is most likely an effect of this. It is important to keep in mind that this more 
aggressive likely affects the average fuel consumption in a negative manner (consumption 
becomes higher) for the reference run.  
 
The ideal case is only imaginational. What is more interesting is the relation between the control 
cases and the reference, since this is the manner in which the fuel consumption was made. In 
Table 6.3 the comparison is made using the reference run as reference. The values in Table 6.3 
are calculated according to equation (8), the index ref means the values from the reference run 
and c means the values from each of the control runs. 
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Also the standard deviation of the vector diffn  has been included in the table. A big standard 
deviation would mean that many deviations would be “big”, and therefore more noticeable for 
the driver. 
 
Table 6.3.  

 Percent lower than 
ideal (%) 

Relative difference 
(%) σ of diffn  (rpm) 

Control 1 1.3 +0.5 27 
Control 2 1.9 -0.1 34 
Reference 1.8 - 27 
                                                 
8 This mean value can also be obtained by simply taking the mean of the difference vector. However, this way of 
calculating the same seems better for understanding. 
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6.2.4 Further time delay analysis 
Time delays are caused by different things in the controlled runs and reference run. As 
mentioned in section 5.3.1, the control entails engine lugging at ramping. On the other hand the 
control admits the engine to run at higher speeds when extra flow is needed. Analyzing the graph 
in Figure 6.2 at a greater zoom level clearly shows the engine lugging, as the magnification in 
Figure 6.3 shows. 
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Figure 6.3. Difference between ideal engine speed and actual engine speed for a controlled run during a 
ramp in command signal.   

Looking at the corresponding graph for the reference run shows the typical different reasons for 
the time delay in the reference run and controlled runs. In the controlled runs the delay depends 
on the ramp. In the reference run the delays depend on the periods a) when speed higher than 
the set speed (850rpm) is needed and b) when speed is forced down below set speed due to 
heavy load. 
 
Also note how the engine speed is under set speed of 850 rpm for a longer period of time.  
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Figure 6.4. Difference between ideal engine speed and actual engine speed. Note that the time scale differs 
from Figure 6.3. 

6.3 Other implementation issues 
Oscillations became a problem with certain settings when the torque related set speed was greater 
than the flow related set speed. The problems were caused by a combination of the crane control 
and engine control and occurred when increasing the speed of the engine while limiting the 
movements on the crane. The problems were solved by tuning the crane control algorithm and 
engine torque control.  

6.4 Effects on driver environment 

6.4.1 Noise levels 
A generally lower noise level was notable during the test runs with the engine control. Noise 
levels during crane driving are primarily dependent on engine speed, and secondly dependent on 
the load. Since there was no more exact way of measuring the noise levels the average engine 
speeds are shown in Table 6.4.  
 
Table 6.4. Average engine speeds during the different runs. 

 Average speed 
(rpm) 

Control 1 658 
Control 2 662 
Reference 832 

6.4.2 Smoke 
At a few occasions there came heavy smoke from the exhaust pipe. It was when the crane 
movements caused a sudden torque demand on the engine, and the engine was running at low 
speed (~600rpm). It was, however, not at all very prominent. 
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6.5 Driver reactions 
The overall reactions from the driver were very positive. The main reason for the positive 
reactions was that the driver could hear the engine accelerating and decelerating. The 
acceleration, which occurs when the driver moves the steering device, gives a strong impression 
that the engine is “working together with the driver” and more power is available.  
 
The lowered noise levels were also a reason for the positive reaction.  
 
There were very few negative effects according to the driver. One thing that the driver mentioned 
was the following. When several functions are used at the same time the engine speed normally 
goes up, due to the required flow, and when the driver stops using one or two of the functions 
the engine speed drops, even though one of the functions is still used. In the very beginning the 
driver found this to be slightly disturbing, however, after a very short time of getting used to it, 
he realized that the drop in engine speed did not affect the movement of the crane and he did not 
find it disturbing in any way after this realization.  
 
Many of the tests were carried out with the maximum engine speed higher than the speed that is 
normally used in the test truck (850rpm). This meant that the engine could rise to higher speeds, 
e.g.  900 or 1000rpm, during demanding lifts. This enhanced the impression of extra power even 
more.  
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7 Conclusions 

Judging from the tests performed it seems possible to save fuel without a negative impact for the 
driver. It is likely that an engine control similar to the one implemented for the tests in this thesis 
work could also enhance the driver environment and the driver’s feeling for crane driving. With 
tuning of the control and tuning of the existing speed controller in the engine control unit, 
performance could be increased further.  
 
The occasional control of the crane movements in some cases are in fact time delays. The driver, 
however, did not notice any delays, and it seems that these time delays are small in comparison to 
for the other delays in the system; such as building up the pressure in the lift cylinder and 
stiffening the crane mechanics.   
 
In order to come up with a realistic solution it is necessary to consider where to place the new 
functionality and the interface in between the truck and the crane. Figure 7.1 shows a suggestion 
to how the functionality could be placed, as well as what information would be exchanged 
between the two. Since the on/off crane control (described in section 4.2.5.3) worked well in the 
test, the only new information flow between truck and crane could be this on/off signal. 
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Figure 7.1. Suggested interface between truck and crane. The new information could be, for example, 
simply an on/off signal to the crane, where the ‘off’ would mean that the crane would have to stop moving 
for a very short period of time. Another option is a limit of crane movements, from, e.g. 1 to 100.  

The solution presented in Figure 7.1 would mean that the crane would send an engine set speed 
to the truck, based on the momentary flow requirement. The possibility for this control already 
exists in the BWS. The truck would continuously send information about the momentarily 
available torque, which the crane could use to slow down crane movements and keep the engine 
from stalling. This second transmission is not possible using the components of today. 
 
One important field that has not been investigated in detail in this thesis is the possibility to shut 
off the engine during longer periods of inactivity. It was decided that in order to do this 
satisfyingly, the knowledge about crane driving that only the crane manufacturers have would be 
necessary. Hence, this is primarily considered a task for the crane manufacturers. 
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Cooperation between truck manufacturers and crane manufacturers would be necessary in order 
to establish the information exchange between the truck and the crane. In the long run extension 
of the standardization would be useful for the CAN messages sent between the two. Cooperation 
would also be necessary for the start/stop investigation. 
 
Finally, the literature study showed that there are several lessons to be learned from construction 
machinery. Construction machines, such as hydraulic excavators, have the advantage of having 
the entire diesel engine/hydraulic system designed by the same manufacturer. This means that 
construction machine manufacturers do not have the problems associated with interface and 
assessment of information from different control systems, i.e. the hydraulics and diesel engine. 
This advantage has led to more complex engine and hydraulics control in construction machines. 
Obviously, the hydraulics is also more of a core system in construction machines then in trucks. 
Several of the ideas used in the engine control in construction machines could be applied in use 
of truck-mounted cranes. The ideas that could be used are among others stop conditions, manual 
mode selection, automatic mode recognition not to mention the very basic control strategies 
involving an electronically variable pump.  
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8 Future work 

The engine control developed in this thesis has been focusing only on cranes. However, it could 
most likely be applied to other types of bodyworks as well. These could be concrete pumps, 
concrete mixers, etc.  
 
The simulations carried out in this thesis were not as extensive as they could be. In order to tune 
the control strategy a more elaborated simulation model should be constructed.  
 
The reference torque margin could be calculated in a more elaborated way. It should be 
investigated whether it should be calculated dynamically, instead of having just a fixed value. 
 
For the crane manufacturers, there are more parameters to look at when it comes to trying to 
predict driver behavior, in order to lower engine speed or letting the engine come to a stop.  
 
Also, during the work of this thesis, only one truck and crane was tested. Further testing should 
be carried out, preferably with different types of hydraulic systems. 
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A. Result plots 

I. Ideal engine speed and actual engine speed for all three runs 
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Figure 10.1. Control 1. 
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Figure 10.2. Control 2. 
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Figure 10.3. Reference run. Note that the values of the y-axis differs from the graphs of the control runs. 
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B. Flow charts for the implementation 

I. Torque related set speed and crane control 
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II. Flow related set speed 
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